IBM Services for WebSphere Cast Iron Integration

Rapidly deploy cloud, on-premise, or hybrid applications

IBM Software Services for WebSphere can propel your integration project forward using the WebSphere Cast Iron Cloud Integration solution. Leverage our team of highly skilled consultants with integration knowledge, deep technical skills, and unparalleled experience from thousands of customer integrations.

Do it once, do it right

Today’s complex integration initiatives require a flexible, proven solution that also lays the foundation to scale with future IT strategies. IBM Software Services for WebSphere uniquely provides a quick and simple solution to meet those requirements. Our experts have built upon years of deep technical skill and industry-wide integration knowledge to repeatedly deliver successful integration projects. Whether you need to connect to your cloud applications, on-premise applications, or any hybrid environment between the two – or whether you are starting with your first integration project or are scaling to enterprise-wide integration – we can guide you on the best approach.

Based on our services methodology and experience, we recommend a four-phased approach to achieve higher levels of integration. Each phase is summarized as follows:

• **Exploration**: Review of all functional and technical requirements and future project phases. Validate initial use-case estimates and effort. Define the scope, conceptual solution, and preliminary schedule.

• **Architecture**: Design integration architecture and processes, and identify external dependencies. Where applicable, confirm Template Integration Processes (TIPs) to be used and plan the development, testing, and production deployment.

• **Setup and Configuration**: Set up the development and staging environments, configure the integration, perform unit and system testing, plan the production infrastructure, and prepare the production rollout plan.

• **Yield Results**: Set up the production environment, promote the solution from staging environment to production environment, and transition to your operations team.
Deployment flexibility

IBM Software Services for WebSphere will guide you on the most advantageous approach to achieve your integration goals. Depending on the scope of your project, we can help you achieve application integration in 80, 160, or 320 hours.

Through our QuickStart offering, we can implement a subset of use-cases that can be implemented in a short period of time. Or we can focus efforts on a more robust integration project that can help you achieve complete cloud integration with on-premise applications and processes.

We will provide you with the optimal combination of people and skills to successfully implement your solution. Leverage our proven, real-world expertise for your integration solution. And partner with us for flexible education options as well as hands-on skills guidance on advanced integration techniques, best practices, and methodology throughout each phase.

Experience the difference

The value of our integration expertise translates to lower risk and significant time and cost savings that are associated with building and deploying custom integration efforts. We can help you increase your project’s return on investment and lower your total cost of ownership.

For more information

To learn more about our integration capabilities and offerings, or to speak to an IBM Software Services Sales Specialist, visit:

ibm.com/websphere/serviceszone/